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Abstract
We show that a new Regge trajectory with αf1(0) ≈ 1 and slope α′f1(0) ≈ 0
explains the features of hadron-hadron scattering and photoproduction of the
ρ and φ mesons at large energy and momentum transfer. This trajectory
with quantum numbers P = C = +1 and odd signature can be considered
as a natural partner of the Pomeron which has even signature. The odd
signature of the new exchange leads to contributions to the spin-dependent
cross sections, which do not vanish at large energy. The links between the
anomalous properties of this trajectory, the axial anomaly and the flavor
singlet axial vector f1(1285) meson are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The descriptions of the total cross sections for elastic hadron-hadron, photon-hadron, and
lepton-hadron scattering at large energy have been important issues in the understanding
of QCD. Only a limited type of hadron reactions, the so-called hard processes, could be
understood within the perturbative QCD. Most of the available data, however, deals with
processes where the momentum transfer between the quarks and the gluons is relatively small
and therefore their understanding should be the subject of nonperturbative studies. The
latter are performed by the use of effective theories based on QCD. Regge theory is a well-
known nonperturbative approach to hadron reactions [1]. It is based on the assumption that
at large energy multi-particle exchanges with definite quantum numbers can be expressed by
one effective particle exchange with its propagator given by the so-called Regge trajectory
(s/s0)
α(t). It was shown that one can fix the shape of the usual Regge trajectory α(t) =
α(0) + α′t from the analysis of the mass spectrum MJ of the hadronic states with spin J ,
where J = α(0)+α′M2J lies on this trajectory. Most Regge trajectories have the same slope
α′ ≈ 0.9 GeV−2, which can be related with the universal value of the string tension between
quarks, as has been found in lattice QCD calculations. The intercepts of the usual secondary
Regge trajectories are not very large: α(0) ≤ 0.5.
The Pomeron trajectory, which was introduced into particle physics more than forty
years ago, has properties which are very different from those of the other trajectories: It
has the intercept larger than one, αP (0) ≈ 1.08, and a slope α′P ≈ 0.25 GeV−2. These
peculiar properties of the Pomeron play an important role in particle reactions, e.g., the
Pomeron-exchange not only gives the main contribution to the total hadronic cross sections
but also determines the behavior of the elastic differential cross sections at large energy and
small momentum transfer.
The origin of the Pomeron-exchange has not yet been understood from QCD, but general
wisdom ascribes its existence to the the conformal anomaly of the theory. This anomaly leads
to finite hadron masses due to the non-vanishing of the matrix elements 〈h|GaµνGaµν |h〉 and
vacuum energy density. The Landshoff-Nachtmann model [2] directly relates the properties
of the soft Pomeron with the non-zero value of gluon condensate 〈0|GaµνGaµν |0〉 and the
nonperturbative two-gluon exchange between hadrons.
In addition to the conformal anomaly, QCD has also a non-conserved flavor singlet
axial vector current due to the axial anomaly . This anomaly has played a crucial role in
understanding the pseudoscalar meson spectrum. However only recently it has been clarified
its importance for understanding the DIS spin-dependent structure functions. A solution
to the proton spin problem (for a review see, e.g., Ref. [3]) due to the non-vanishing of the
matrix element 〈p|GaµνG˜aµν |p〉 has been suggested, where G˜aµν = ǫµναβGaαβ/2 is the dual to the
gluon tensor Gaµν . Within supersymmetric QCD only some definite chiral combinations of
these two tensors, GG± iGG˜, correspond to superfields [4]. Therefore the matrix elements
〈h|GaµνGaµν |h〉 and 〈h|GaµνG˜aµν |h〉 can be related to each other. This link was used in Ref. [4] to
estimate the value of the flavor singlet axial vector charge of the proton. Does this relation
hold also in real QCD?, and if so, what are its implications in Regge phenomenology?
If this relation holds, it would be natural that, in addition to the Pomeron trajectory, a
new anomalous Regge trajectory would exist, associated to the vacuum properties of QCD
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through the axial anomaly and therefore with its quantum numbers. Our aim here is to
show through data analysis that this possibility is indeed realized.
We will estimate the contribution of this trajectory to the elastic proton-proton scattering
cross section and show it to be very important. We also compute the contribution of this
trajectory to the photoproduction of the ρ0 and φ mesons. Moreover we show that due to
the specific quantum numbers of the possible exchanges, polarized and unpolarized proton-
proton scattering and photoproduction of vector mesons can be very useful for investigating
the possible consequences of this new trajectory.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the connection of the
properties of the f1 meson with axial anomaly is discussed. The effect of the new trajectory
in proton-proton elastic scattering is evaluated in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the
contribution of the f1-exchange to the cross sections in ρ
0 and φ meson photoproduction. In
Sec. V the contribution of the new trajectory to the polarization observables in pp collision
and vector-meson photoproduction is obtained and its nontrivial role in polarized particle
reactions is discussed. We give a short summary and some conclusions in Sec. VI.
II. PROPERTIES OF THE f1 MESON AND THE PROTON SPIN
The small value of the flavor singlet axial vector charge g0A which was measured by EMC
[5], led to the crisis of the naive parton model for the polarized deep-inelastic scattering
[3]. Despite the understanding that the fundamental origin of this phenomenon is related
to the non-conservation of the flavor singlet axial vector current due to axial anomaly, the
explicit calculation for the value of the flavor singlet axial vector charge within QCD is
absent so far [6]. The main problem here is the poorly known nonperturbative sector of
QCD, which does not allow to perform exact calculations. One possible way to explain the
small value of g0A is to investigate its connection with the effects of the axial anomaly in
meson spectroscopy, and there have been many trials to connect the polarized DIS anomaly
with the anomalous properties of the η′ meson, e.g. through the U(1)A problem. However,
it should be mentioned that because of its quantum numbers the pseudoscalar η′ meson
cannot give a direct contribution to the double spin asymmetry in polarized DIS, which was
used to extract the value of the forward flavor singlet axial vector current matrix element,
〈p|
∑
q
q¯γ5γµq|p〉 = 2mpg0ASµ, (1)
where mp is the proton mass and S is its spin. It is evident that only flavor singlet axial
vector mesons can contribute to the left hand side of this equation.
There are three axial vector mesons with the appropriate quantum numbers [IG(JPC) =
0+(1++)] contribute to this matrix element: f1(1285), f1(1420), and f1(1510) [7]. The
anomalous value of the nucleon matrix element of the singlet axial vector current implies an
anomalous mixing for these axial vector mesons, similar to what happens in the case of the
pseudoscalars. This mixing implies a strong violation of the OZI rule and therefore a strong
gluonic admixture [8]. From the point of view of the present investigation the mixing is not
important, what really matters is the role played by the lightest meson in this channel, the
f1(1285), in the whole procedure. This meson behaves in the vector axial three isosinglet
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case in the same way as the η′ behaves in the pseudoscalar case, namely it saturates the
anomaly. It is the purpose of this paper to estimate the effects of the f1(1285)-exchange
in elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering and vector-meson photoproduction, and in so doing
display the special role played by its Regge trajectory, as a consequence of the properties
of the vacuum of QCD. Throughout this paper, f1 stands for the f1(1285) state and we
will neglect the possible admixture of the other hadronic states to the wave function of the
f1-meson.
Let us briefly review some of the results of Sec. III of Ref. [8] to adapt them to our
purpose. The matrix element of the axial vector current can be rewritten as a sum over all
possible intermediate states by using the idea of the axial vector dominance:
〈N |q¯γ5γµq|N〉 =
∑
A
k2→0
〈0|q¯γ5γµq|A〉〈AN |N〉
M2A − k2
, (2)
where A’s are the axial vector meson states characterized by their corresponding flavor
quantum numbers. This expression provides relations between the axial charges of the
nucleon and the coupling constants of the axial vector mesons with the nucleon,
〈AN |N〉 = igANN u¯(p′)γµγ5u(p)εµ, (3)
given by
g3A =
√
3fa1ga1NN
M2a1
, g8A =
√
3ff8gf8NN
M2f8
, g0A =
√
3ff1gf1NN
M2f1
. (4)
Here the decay constants are defined by
iεµfA = 〈0|q¯γµγ5q|(q¯q)A〉, (5)
and εµ is the polarization vector of the meson. The eighth component of the flavor octet f8
will be identified with the f1(1420) [7].
From the data on the decay of τ− → a−1 + ντ one obtains [8]
fa1 = (0.19± 0.03) GeV2. (6)
Then the first equation in Eq. (4) gives
ga1NN = 6.7± 1.0. (7)
The analogue with the F and D reduced matrix elements for the axial vector currents allows
to estimate the coupling constant of the flavor singlet axial vector meson with the nucleon
as in Ref. [8]:
gf1NN = 2.5± 0.5. (8)
Note if we use the SU(3) relations for the decay constants of the axial vector meson octet,
ff8 = fa1 , and the SU(6) relation between gf1NN and gf8NN , gf1NN =
√
2gf8NN , then we
obtain a larger value, gf1NN ≈ 3.5.
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The last equation in Eq. (4) gives
ff1 ≈ 0.11 GeV2, (9)
by using the axial vector charge
g0A ≈ 0.3, (10)
which was found recently [10] by fitting the world data on the spin-dependent structure
function g1(x,Q
2).
It should be mentioned that the estimates (9) and (10) are probably just upper limits
for the corresponding magnitudes, because of the uncertainties in the extrapolation of flavor
singlet part of the spin dependent structure function g1(x,Q
2) to the low x region. At any
rate we find that the violation of the SU(6) symmetry for the decay constants of axial vector
mesons is very large and fa1 ≈ 2ff1 . A similar effect was discussed by Veneziano and Shore
[11] for the case of pseudoscalar mesons. They have shown that the small value of the
decay constant of the flavor singlet η0 meson and g
0
A is ascribed not to the properties of this
meson itself but to the general properties of the QCD vacuum, namely to the phenomena
of topological charge screening in the vacuum,
g0A =
√
6χ′(0)
fpi
g8A, (11)
where χ′(k2) = dχ(k2)/dk2 and χ(k2) is the so-called topological susceptibility,
χ(k2) = i
∫
dxeikx〈0|T αs
8π
GG˜(x)
αs
8π
GG˜(0)|0〉. (12)
Then the smallness of the decay constant ff1 can be thought to have the same origin, since
using Eqs. (4) and (11) one can relate this constant with χ′(0),
ff1 =
√
3χ′(0)
fpi
ff8 , (13)
where we have neglected the mass difference of the f1 and f8.
From all of the above discussion we conclude that the properties of the f1 are very
different from those of the other mesons that belong to the same SU(6) multiplet, e.g.
the a1 and f1(1420) mesons. Furthermore they imply a dominating behavior in the cross
sections when the f1 meson contributes and which leads in general to unexpected and thereby
anomalous results. In order to establish these facts in a concrete manner we proceed to
calculate the contribution of the f1 meson for two processes, elastic pp scattering at large
|t| and elastic photoproduction of ρ and φ mesons. These calculations will indeed show that
the exchange of the f1 meson produces important contributions in these processes.
Before we conclude this Section we would like to compare the f1 with the anomalous
Pomeron, for the reason that have been mentioned in the introduction. Equation (11)
follows from the consideration of the axial anomaly contribution to the non-conservation of
the flavor singlet axial vector current,
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∂µJ
µ5(x) = 2i
∑
q
mq q¯γ5q + 2NfQ(x), (14)
where Nf is the number of flavors and
Q(x) =
αs
8π
GaµνG˜
a
µν (15)
is the topological charge density. Due to its relation with the axial anomaly, the properties of
the f1-exchange are related with the distribution of the topological charge in QCD vacuum.
It is well-known that nonperturbative fluctuations of gluon fields called instantons give rise
to the nontrivial topological structure of the QCD vacuum (see a recent review in Ref. [9]).
The average size of the instantons in this vacuum is much smaller than the confinement
radius,
ρc/Rconf ≈ 1/3. (16)
Therefore the f1-exchange should contribute to the hadronic cross sections at higher values
of the momentum transfer than the Pomeron-exchange whose t-dependence is determined
approximately by the isoscalar electromagnetic form factor of the hadrons participating in
the process [12]. For the f1NN vertex, we shall use the flavor singlet axial vector form factor
Ff1NN = 1/(1− t/m2f1)2, (17)
with mf1 = 1.285 GeV. This is comparable to the estimate of the isosinglet axial form factor
of Ref. [13], which gives F 0A = 1/(1−t/1.272)2 using the Skyrme model. Recent experimental
data [14] on the flavor octet axial form factor favor F 8A = 1/(1− t/1.082)2.
This form factor decreases slower with increasing |t| than the isoscalar electromagnetic
form factor of the Pomeron-nucleon vertex [12]:
F1(t) =
4m2p − 2.8t
(4m2p − t)(1− t/0.71)2
, (18)
where 1/(1−t/0.71)2 is the usual dipole fit. Therefore the f1 contribution will dominate over
the Pomeron contribution at large |t|. In this paper we will show explicitly this behavior in
elastic proton-proton scattering and vector-meson photoproduction.
III. ELASTIC HADRON-HADRON SCATTERING
One very interesting feature of the available data on hadron-hadron scattering at high
energy is their universality [15]. This means that at low momentum transfer −t < 1 GeV2
and large energy
√
s > 20 GeV all data are described rather well by the Pomeron-exchange.
It was shown also that the shrinkage of the diffractive peak with increasing energy can be
explained by the following Pomeron trajectory,
αP (t) = αP (0) + α
′
P t, (19)
with the Pomeron intercept αP (0) ≈ 1.08 and slope α′P ≈ 0.25 GeV−2.
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At −t > 3 GeV2 and large energy, however, the experimental data for the differen-
tial cross sections for elastic proton-proton and proton–anti-proton scattering show a very
different behavior. The differential cross sections in this kinematical region do not show
any energy dependence and are only functions of the momentum transfer t. (see Fig. 1)
Several explanations for the large |t| data have been suggested. The most popular one is
the Donnachie-Landshoff Odderon-exchange model based on a perturbative three-gluon ex-
change mechanism between nucleon quarks [15,16]. In this model, however, the average
momentum transfer in each quark-quark subprocess in the experimental range of t is rather
small, −tˆ ≈ −t/9 ≤ 1.5 GeV, and therefore justification for its applicability is still unclear
[12]. (See also Ref. [17].) The validity of the perturbative approach to QCD to explain
nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering data is even less clear for the Sotiropoulos-Sterman model
[18] where a six-gluon effective exchange mechanism between nucleons was considered.
The new trajectory, which we relate to the effective f1-exchange and to the manifesta-
tion of axial anomaly in the strong interaction, gives a more natural explanation to this
experimental data. In this Section, we calculate the contribution of the f1-exchange to the
differential cross section for proton-proton elastic scattering at large energy, s ≫ m2p and
s≫ −t;
dσ
dt
=
|Tf1|2
16πs2
. (20)
The Lagrangian of the f1-meson interaction with the nucleon for a point-like vertex is
L = gf1NN ψ¯Nγµγ5ψNfµ, (21)
which allows the f1-exchange to generate non-spin-flip amplitudes in nucleon-nucleon scat-
tering. The matrix element in Eq. (20) at s≫ |t| ≫ m2p reads
|Tf1 |2 =
4[gf1NNFf1NN(t)]
4s2
(t−m2f1)2
, (22)
which leads to the differential cross section of the elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering as
dσ
dt
=
[gf1NNFf1NN(t)]
4
4π(t−m2f1)2
. (23)
We note that it does not depend on the energy s.
In Fig. 1, we present the contribution from the f1-exchange to the differential cross
section for proton-proton elastic scattering and compare with the experimental data at large
energies,
√
s = 27.4 GeV, 52.8 GeV, and 62.1 GeV, and large momentum transfer |t| > 3
GeV2 [19]. In this calculation we have used gf1NN = 2.5, which was fixed by Eq. (8) through
the proton spin analysis. The result shows that the f1-exchange explains the experimental
data on elastic proton-proton scattering at large momentum transfer very well.
The Pomeron contribution to the elastic pp scattering differential cross section [12,20,21],
dσP
dt
=
[3β0F1(t)]
4
4π
(
s
s0
)2[α
P
(t)−1]
(24)
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with β0 ≈ 2 GeV−1 and s0 = 4 GeV2 is small at large |t| compared with the f1-exchange and
can be neglected in this kinematical region. Of course at large energy the meson-exchange
should be reggeized due to the contributions from the mesons of higher spin, J = 3, 5, . . .,
which belong to the same trajectory. As discussed above, however, there is a difference in
the characteristic scales for the Pomeron and the new trajectory. In the former, the scale is
determined by the interactions between quarks at the distance related to the confinement
radius, while in the latter it is related to the axial charge distribution (16). Therefore the
two trajectories should have different slopes and
α′f1 ≈
(
ρc
Rconf
)2
α′P ≈ 0.028 GeV−2. (25)
The flatness of the new trajectory leads to small contributions of the heavier mesons to the
cross sections. For example, with the slope (25) the next meson from the new trajectory
with J = 3 should have a mass MJ=3 ≈ 9 GeV as determined from the equation,
J = αf1(0) + α
′
f1
M2J . (26)
In order to obtain a reasonable estimate we can safely neglect the contributions from the
heavier mesons and take the contribution of the new trajectory as a fixed pole with αf1(t) =
1.
The quantum numbers of this new trajectory are determined by the quantum numbers
of the f1 meson: The signature is σ = −1 with the parities P = C = +1. Thus the new tra-
jectory should have the same contribution to pp and p¯p collisions. This property is different
from the charge odd Odderon-exchange. Furthermore, the strength of the interaction of the
new exchange with some hadronic state is determined by the value of the flavor singlet axial
vector charge of the hadron. This leads to the vanishing of the contributions of this trajec-
tory to the total cross sections of the elastic reactions πN , KN , ππ, etc, because the axial
vector charge of pseudoscalar mesons is zero. One further consequence of the dominance of
the new trajectory is that at large |t| the elastic πp cross section, that is determined by the
Pomeron-exchange, should have very different t and s dependence in comparison with the
pp case. The experimental data [22] support this conclusion.
One of the features of this new trajectory is that it is responsible for the spin dependence
of the lepton-hadron, photon-hadron, and hadron-hadron cross sections at large energies.
Thus the exchange of this trajectory should determine the behavior of the flavor singlet part
of the spin-dependent structure function gN1 (x) at x→ 0:
gN1 (x) ∝
1
xαf1 (0)
, (27)
where αf1(0) ≈ 1. Similar behavior with
αf1(0) = 0.9± 0.2 (28)
for the neutron structure function was found by E154 Collaboration [23]. The peculiarity
of the neutron structure function gn1 (x) is the smallness of the valence quark contribution.
Therefore the behavior of this function is determined by the flavor singlet contribution in the
experimentally available range of x. For the proton target the valence quark contribution
is very large and the behavior in x follows the a1 trajectory contribution in this range of x.
Thus the neutron target is more suitable to investigate the new trajectory in polarized DIS.
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IV. VECTOR MESON PHOTOPRODUCTION
The recent HERA data for vector-meson photoproduction [24–26] are now the subject
for discussion in the different approaches [27]. The interest to these data is related to the
possible check of different nonperturbative and perturbative QCD models for particle pho-
toproduction. In spite of the success of several models in the description of some properties
of vector-meson photoproduction, a complete theory is not available so far. Indeed, the new
ZEUS data for ρ, φ, and J/ψ photoproduction [26] show that the perturbative approach
may describe only J/ψ photoproduction. We also note that the nonperturbative approaches
based on the dominant contribution of the universal Pomeron trajectory fail to explain the
cross sections at large momentum transfer |t|. Furthermore, the mechanisms which are re-
sponsible for the specific polarization properties of the electromagnetic production of vector
mesons has not been clarified until now. For example, it is very hard for such models to
explain the large double spin asymmetry in ρ meson electroproduction at relatively small
value of Q2 observed recently by the HERMES Collaboration [28].
The specific features of the new trajectory can be extracted from the experimental data
of vector-meson production. As we discussed above, because of the different t-dependence of
the form factors in the Pomeron-nucleon and f1-nucleon vertices this new trajectory should
dominate over the Pomeron contribution at large |t| region. To demonstrate the effect of the
new trajectory we present here the numerical results for ρ0 and φ photoproduction at large
energy W , where W 2 = (p+ q)2 is the center of mass energy of the photon-nucleon system.
(Definitions of the kinematical variables can be found in Fig. 2.) We consider contributions
from the two processes shown in Fig. 2. The contributions from π and η exchanges which
give corrections to the diffractive process at low energy [29] are suppressed at large energy
and are not considered in this work.
It is very well-known that the t-channel exchange by the Pomeron trajectory gives the
main contribution to the cross sections of vector-meson photoproduction at small |t|. The
matrix element of this exchange within the Donnachie-Landshoff model reads [12,21,29–31]
TλV ,m′;λγ ,m = i12
√
4παemβuGP (w
2, t)F1(t)
m2V βf
fV
1
m2V − t
(
2µ20
2µ20 +m
2
V − t
)
×
{
u¯m′(p
′)q/ um(p)ε
∗
V (λV ) · εγ(λγ)− [q · ε∗V (λV )] u¯m′(p′)γµum(p)εµγ(λγ)
}
, (29)
where the vector-meson and photon helicities are denoted by λV and λγ while m and m
′ are
the spin projections of the initial and final nucleon, respectively,
GP (w
2, t) =
(
w2
s0
)α
P
(t)−1
exp
{
−iπ
2
[αP (t)− 1]
}
, (30)
with w2 = (2W 2 + 2m2p −m2V )/4, and F1(t) is given in Eq. (18). The vector-meson mass
is mV and αP (t) is the Pomeron trajectory given by Eq. (19) with αP (0) = 1.08 and
α′P = 1/s0 = 0.25 GeV
−2. Other parameters are
µ20 = 1.1 GeV
2, βu = βd = 2.07 GeV
−1, βs = 1.45 GeV
−1, (31)
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and the vector-meson decay constants are fρ = 5.04 and fφ = 13.13.
The vertex for the coupling of the axial vector current (with momentum q and polariza-
tion vector ξµ) with two vector currents (with momentum k1,2 and polarization vectors ǫ
µ
1,2),
i.e. 1++ → 1−−1−−, can be described by two form factors [32],
Mf1V V = ε
α
1 ε
β∗
2 ξ
µǫαβµδ
[
A2(k1, k2)k
2
1k
δ
2 + A2(k2, k1)k
2
2k
δ
1
]
, (32)
where A1(k1, k2) = −A2(k2, k1). Note that in general there are six form factors and two of
them do not contribute to the physical processes. Here we follow the prescription of Ref.
[33]. Therefore, for vector-meson photoproduction by the exchange of axial vector current,
the structure of the vertex becomes very simple in the local limit with constant A1(k1, k2):
Vf1V γ = gf1V γǫµναβξ
βεν1ε
α
2k
2
2k
µ
1 , (33)
where k22 = m
2
V . This corresponds to the AV V interaction Lagrangian of Ref. [34] obtained
by using the hidden gauge approach.
The coupling constant gf1V γ can be determined from the experimental data on
f1(1285) → γV decay [7]: Γ(f1 → ρ0γ) ≃ 1.30 MeV and Γ(f1 → φγ) ≃ 1.90 × 10−2
MeV. The vertex form of Eq. (33) gives
Γ(f1 → V γ) = 1
96π
m2V
m5f1
(m2f1 +m
2
V )(m
2
f1
−m2V )3g2f1V γ, (34)
which leads to
|gf1ρ0γ| = 0.94 GeV−2, |gf1φγ| = 0.18 GeV−2. (35)
Therefore the matrix element of the f1 meson exchange to elastic vector-meson photo-
production reads
TλV ,m′;λγ ,m = igf1V γgf1NNFf1NNFf1V γ
m2V
t−m2f1
ǫµναβq
µε∗νV (λV )ε
α
γ (λγ)
×
(
gβδ − (p− p
′)β(p− p′)δ
m2f1
)
u¯m′(p
′)γδγ5um(p). (36)
For the form factor of the f1V γ vertex, Ff1V γ, we take
Ff1V γ =
Λ2V −m2f1
Λ2V − t
, (37)
with Λρ = 1.5 GeV and Λφ = 1.8 GeV.
The results for the Pomeron- and f1-exchange contributions to the total cross sections
of ρ and φ meson photoproduction are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. One can find that the
f1-exchange contribution is nearly constant with the energy and its magnitude is at the
level of a few percent, say ≤ 5%, of that of the Pomeron-exchange. Figures 5 and 6 show
the differential cross sections of ρ and φ meson photoproduction at W = 94 GeV. These
show that the contribution of the f1-exchange is very large and dominates over the Pomeron
contribution in the large |t| region. Therefore, although the f1 contribution is suppressed in
the total cross section, its role can be found in the differential cross sections.
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V. NEW TRAJECTORY AND POLARIZED CROSS SECTIONS
The generic structure of the new trajectory can also be found from the spin dependence
of the related vertices, which is very different from that of the Pomeron-exchange. The main
difference is that this exchange has unnatural parity, i.e., P = (−1)J+1. One expectation
is then that the contribution of this new trajectory may be separated by measuring spin
observables, for example, the double spin asymmetries in hadron-hadron, lepton-hadron,
and photon-hadron interactions, which vanish in the natural parity Pomeron-exchange.
The wide experimental program for investigating polarization effects in proton-proton
scattering has been suggested for RHIC [36]. The main goal of this program is to extract
information about polarized parton distribution functions of the nucleon and to check the
important role of the axial anomaly in polarization physics. We would like to emphasize that
the polarized proton-proton elastic scattering could be very useful to extract the information
about axial anomaly effects related with the contribution of the new trajectory.
As an example, we consider the effects of the f1-exchange in the double longitudinal spin
asymmetry in the pp elastic scattering:
ALL =
dσ(⇄)− dσ(⇉)
dσ(⇄) + dσ(⇉)
, (38)
where dσ denotes the differential cross section of the proton-proton scattering and arrows
show the relative orientation of the proton spins. This asymmetry can be written through
the helicity amplitudes [37],
Φ1 =< ++ |++ >, Φ2 =< + + | − − >, Φ3 =< +− |+− >,
Φ4 =< +− | −+ >, Φ5 =< ++ |+− >, (39)
as
ALL =
−|Φ1|2 − |Φ2|2 + |Φ3|2 + |Φ4|2
|Φ1|2 + |Φ2|2 + |Φ3|2 + |Φ4|2 + 4|Φ5|2 . (40)
It is very well-known that at large energy s ≫ |t| one can neglect the contribution to the
cross sections from the spin-flip amplitudes, Φ2, Φ4, and Φ5. Furthermore, the Pomeron-
and f1-exchanges have different relations for the Φ1 and Φ3 amplitudes:
ΦP1 = Φ
P
3 , Φ
f1
1 = −Φf13 . (41)
Therefore only the interference between the two exchanges can lead to non-vanishing ALL
ALL ≈ − 2Φ
f1
1 Re(Φ
P
1 )
|ΦP1 |2 + |Φf11 |2
, (42)
where we have neglected the contribution from the imaginary part of the f1-exchange to ALL
because of the very small deviation of the intercept of new trajectory from one. Without
this interference the asymmetry is suppressed as t/s. The final result for the asymmetry
can then be written simply as
11
ALL =
2
√
dσPdσf1
dσP + dσf1
sin
{π
2
[αP (t)− 1]
}
, (43)
where dσP (f1) is the contribution from the Pomeron- and f1-exchange, respectively, to the
differential cross section. The result of the calculation for the two RHIC energies,
√
s = 50
GeV and 500 GeV is presented in Fig. 7. This shows the large asymmetry at |t| ≤ 4 GeV2
and the weak dependence on the energy, which is related to the high intercept of the new
trajectory.
Another very useful quantity which is also sensitive to the new trajectory is the difference
of the total cross sections of polarized initial states:
∆σL = σ(⇄)− σ(⇉). (44)
This asymmetry can be written in the terms of the helicity amplitudes,
∆σL =
1
2
√
s(s− 4m2) Im [Φ1(0)− Φ3(0)] , (45)
using the optical theorem. It should be mentioned that only unnatural parity exchange can
contribute to ∆σL. Since the Pomeron-exchange has Φ1 = Φ3, it does not contribute to ∆σL
although it dominates in the unpolarized total cross section. Thus at large energy only the
new anomalous trajectory which has unnatural parity can contribute. Since the asymmetry
∆σL is proportional to the imaginary part of the new trajectory, it vanishes if the intercept
of the f1 trajectory is αf1(0) = 1 exactly. Therefore the measurement of this asymmetry at
large energy gives the opportunity to measure the deviation of αf1(0) from one:
∆σL =
2g2f1NN
m2f1
sin
{π
2
[αf1(0)− 1]
}
. (46)
Recently the E581/704 Collaboration [38] has reported a measurement on ∆σL for
proton-proton scattering at rather large momentum p = 200 GeV/c:
∆σL = −42± 48± 53 µb. (47)
From this result, with assumption that at this energy the contribution of other Regge tra-
jectories with unnatural parity is small, we can estimate the intercept of the new trajectory
as
αf1(0) = 0.99± 0.04, (48)
which is in good agreement with Eq. (28), which was extracted from the analysis on the
behavior of the structure function gn1 (x) in polarized deep-inelastic scattering at low x.
Another suitable field to look for the effects of this trajectory is the polarized vector-
meson photoproduction. Given in Fig. 8(a) are the results of the double spin asymmetries
in ρ and φ photoproduction for longitudinally polarized proton targets and polarized photon
beams at W = 100 GeV. We define the beam-target double asymmetry as
12
AVLL(t) =
dσ(⇄)− dσ(⇉)
dσ(⇄) + dσ(⇉)
, (49)
where the arrows denote relative orientations of the proton spin and photon helicity. In Fig.
8(b) we also give A¯VLL(t) defined as
A¯VLL(t) =
σ˜(⇄)− σ˜(⇉)
σ˜(⇄) + σ˜(⇉)
, (50)
where
σ˜(t) ≡
∫ |t|
|t|min
dt′
dσ
dt′
. (51)
One can find that the values of AVLL and A¯
V
LL are very different from those of the Pomeron-
exchange model. The f1-exchange contribution gives rise to nonvanishing values for A
V
LL at
small |t| region, while the Pomeron model predicts ALL ≈ 0 at this region. It should be
mentioned that recently the first measurements of the double spin asymmetries for vector-
meson electroproduction was reported by the HERMES Collaboration [28]. They found
large asymmetry for ρ meson electroproduction with |t| ≤ 0.4 GeV2. The asymmetries of φ
and J/ψ electroproduction could not be measured accurately and cannot give any definite
conclusion to these asymmetries. Nevertheless, the data on the double spin asymmetry of ρ
electroproduction could not be explained by the Pomeron-exchange model and we propose
the f1-exchange as a possible candidate which gives nonvanishing double spin asymmetries
at high energy.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the f1(1285) meson plays a very special role in some hadronic
processes in the large energy and large momentum transfer region due to its special relation
to the axial anomaly through the matrix elements of the axial vector current. This behavior
is reminiscent of another effective particle with a very dominant behavior in hadron physics
in this region, the Pomeron, whose relation with the conformal anomaly seems to be the
motivation behind this behavior. Therefore it seems natural to describe the properties of
the lightest f1 in terms of Regge theory by associating to this resonance an anomalous
trajectory, the odd signature companion of the even signature Pomeron. Our analysis of
proton-proton scattering and vector-meson photoproduction has confirmed our suspicions.
The contribution of the f1-exchange to the cross sections of these processes does not depend
on the energy, a clear signature of its anomalous Regge behavior.
We have found that the f1-meson exchange can explain the differential cross sections of
proton-proton scattering at large energy and large momentum transfer. The difference in the
spin structure of the vertices of the f1-trajectory from the Pomeron-exchange leads to their
different contributions to the polarized proton-proton scattering and polarized vector-meson
photoproduction. As a result, this trajectory gives non-zero values for the beam-target
double spin asymmetries in both processes, and can be distinguished from the Pomeron-
exchange model. These examples show the importance of the new trajectory in hadron
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reactions, and can be tested, for example, by the pp2pp experiment at RHIC [39], where a
wide program to measure various spin-dependent elastic and total cross sections has been
suggested. (See recent discussions in Ref. [40].)
As another test of the new trajectory, we suggest to investigate b1(1235) photoproduction,
which decays mostly into ωπ. Since the b1 has quantum numbers I
G(JPC) = 1+(1+−), the
empirical Gribov-Morrison rule [41] prohibits the Pomeron-exchange in this process, and
because of the C parity vector-meson-exchanges such as ω and ρ cannot contribute. The
possible pseudoscalar-meson exchange contribution, however, gives usually decreasing total
cross section with the initial energy, while experiments [42] show approximately constant
total cross section at large energies. Therefore, we expect that the new trajectory related
with the f1 may give important contribution to b1 photoproduction. But the currently
available data on this reaction [42] are very limited and new experiments at current electron
facilities are strongly called for.
We also suggest to analyze the asymmetry Pσ of the two-meson decays of vector-mesons
produced by linearly polarized photon beams [43]. Since this asymmetry is +1 for natural
parity exchange and −1 for unnatural parity exchange, the f1 contribution would be found
from deviations of this quantity from +1 at large energy.
In summary, in the energy region of the analyzed experiments two trajectories, the
Pomeron and the f1, dominate the total cross sections and the asymmetries. And, therefore,
this new anomalous Regge trajectory, which is responsible for spin effects at large energy,
should be considered as a natural odd signature companion to the Pomeron.
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FIG. 1. The f1-trajectory contribution to the differential cross section for the elastic pro-
ton-proton scattering at the large energy and momentum transfer. The solid line is the f1 contri-
bution while the dashed line is the Pomeron contribution at
√
s = 27.4 GeV. The data is from Ref.
[19].
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FIG. 2. Vector-meson photoproduction: (a) diffractive process by Pomeron-exchange and (b)
f1-exchange.
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FIG. 3. The cross section for elastic ρ meson photoproduction. The dashed and dot-dashed
lines are the contributions from the Pomeron- and f1-exchange, respectively, while the solid line is
the total cross section. The experimental data are from Refs. [24,35].
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FIG. 4. The cross section for elastic φ meson photoproduction. Notations are the same as in
Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5. The differential cross section for ρ meson photoproduction at W = 94 GeV. Notations
are the same as in Fig. 3. Experimental data are from Ref. [26].
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FIG. 6. The differential cross section for φ meson photoproduction at W = 94 GeV. Notations
are the same as in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 7. The double longitudinal asymmetry in elastic proton-proton scattering at
√
s = 50
GeV (solid line) and at
√
s = 500 GeV (dashed line).
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FIG. 8. The beam-target double asymmetry of vector-meson photoproduction: (a) AVLL(t)
and (b) A¯VLL(t) at W = 100 GeV. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the results with
the f1-exchange in ρ and φ production, respectively. The dot-dashed lines are the results of the
Pomeron-exchange model for both cases.
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